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  Step-through view of  the movie 
  Hairspray from 2007 
  Generally in RDA rule order 
  Uses MARC 21 examples 
  Describing Manifestations & Items 
  Follows RDA Chapters 2, 3, 4 
  Describing Works and Expressions 
  Follows RDA Chapters 6, 7 
  Recording Attributes of  Person & Corporate Body 
  Uses RDA Chapters 9, 11, 18 
  Covers relator terms only 
  Recording Relationships 
  Follows RDA Chapters 24, 25, 26 
2 
Resources 
  Olson, Nancy B., Robert L. Bothmann, and Jessica J. Schomberg. Cataloging 
of Audiovisual Materials and Other Special Materials: A Manual Based on AACR2 
and MARC 21. Westport, Conn: Libraries Unlimited, 2008.  
[Short citation: CAVM] 
  Online Audiovisual Catalogers, Inc. Cataloging Policy Committee. Streaming 
Media Best Practices Task Force. Best Practices for Cataloging Streaming 
Media. No place : OLAC CAPC, 2009. 
http://olacinc.org/drupal/capc_files/streamingmedia.pdf   
  Online Audiovisual Catalogers, Inc. Cataloging Policy Committee. DVD 
Cataloging Guide Update Task Force. Guide to Cataloging DVD and Blu-ray Discs 
Using AACR2r and MARC 21. 2008 Update. No place: OLAC CAPC, 2008. 
http://olacinc.org/drupal/capc_files/DVD_guide_final.pdf   
  Pan-Canadian Working Group on Cataloguing with RDA. “Workflow: Video 
recording (DVD) RDA.”  






  2.3.2.1 RDA CORE the chief  name of  a resource 
(i.e., the title normally used when citing the 
resource). 
  245 10 $a Hairspray 
  Capitalization is institutional and cataloger’s choice 
 
6 Describing Manifestations 
Note on the Title Proper 
  2.17.2.3 RDA Make a note on the source from 
which the title proper is taken if  it is a source other 
than: 
  a) the title page, ... 
  b) the title frame or title screen ... 
  Thus, if  you follow the alternative preferred source 
in 2.2.2.3 RDA or must use a label or embedded 
metadata, then you must supply a source of  title 
note. 
  588 0# $a Title from DVD label. 
7 Describing Manifestations 
Statement of  Responsibility 
8 Describing Manifestations 
Statement of  Responsibility 
  2.4.1.1 RDA CORE  a statement relating to the identification 
and/or function of  [names] responsible for the creation of, or 
contributing to the realization of, the intellectual or artistic 
content of  a resource. 
  For statements identifying performers, narrators, and/or presenters, see 7.23 RDA 
  For statements identifying persons who have contributed to the artistic and/or 
technical production of  a resource, see 7.24 RDA 
  245 10 ... / $c New Line Cinema presents ; in association 
with Ingenious Film Partners ; a Zadan/Meron production ; an 
Adam Shankman film ; produced in association with Offspring 
Entertainment ; produced by Craig Zadan, Neil Meron ; music 
by Marc Shaiman ; lyrics by Scott Wittman, Marc Shaiman ; 
screenplay by Leslie Dixon ; directed and choreographed by 
Adam Shankman. 
9 Describing Manifestations 
Country of  Producing Entity 
  MARC 21 convention, not RDA. 
  257 ## $a United States $2 naf  
  Source for form used is the name authority file 
  257 ## $a U.S. $2 rda 
  Source for form used is Appendix B RDA 
  245 10 ... / $c New Line Cinema presents ; in 
association with Ingenious Film Partners ; a Zadan/
Meron production ; produced in association with 
Offspring Entertainment ... 
Tip: 
Use IMDB 
10 Describing Manifestations 
Edition Statement 
  2.5.1.1 RDA CORE a statement identifying the 
edition to which a resource belongs 
  250 ## $a 2-disc Shake & Shimmy Edition 
11 Describing Manifestations 
Publication Statement 
  2.8.1.1 RDA CORE a statement identifying the place 
or places of  publication, publisher or publishers, 
and date or dates of  publication of  a resource. 
  264 #1 $a [Los Angeles] : $b New Line 
Productions, Inc., $c [2007]  
12 Describing Manifestations 
Distribution Statement 
  2.9.1.1 RDA CORE a statement identifying the place 
or places of  distribution, distributor or distributors, 
and date or dates of  distribution of  a resource in a 
published form. 
  264 #2 $a [Los Angeles] : $b New Line Home 
Entertainment, Inc., $c [2007]  
13 Describing Manifestations 
Copyright Date 
  2.11.1.1 RDA a date associated with a claim of  
protection under copyright or a similar regime. 
  264 #4 $c ©2007 





14 Describing Manifestations 
Identifier for the 
Manifestation 
  2.15.1.1 RDA CORE a character string associated with a 
manifestation that serves to differentiate that manifestation 
from other manifestations. 
  020 ## $a 0780658361 
  MARC 21 requires omission of  ISBN and hyphens 
  028 42 $a N 11096 $b New Line Home Entertainment 
  028 42 $a 1000032065 $b New Line Home Entertainment 
  MARC 21 requires the identifier in $a and the Source (trade 
name) in $b 
15 Describing Manifestations 
Media Type 
  3.2.1.1 RDA a categorization reflecting the general type of  
intermediation device required to view, play, run, etc., the 
content of  a resource. 
  3.2 RDA           LC core 




  337 ## $a video $b v $2 rdamedia 
Media used to store moving or still images, designed for 
use with a playback device such as a videocassette 
player or DVD player. Includes media used to store 
digitally encoded as well as analog images. 
16 Describing Manifestations 
Carrier Type 
  3.3.1.1 RDA CORE a categorization reflecting the format of  
the storage medium and housing of  a carrier in combination 
with the type of  intermediation device required to view, play, 
run, etc., the content of  a resource. 
  3.3.1.3 RDA Record the type of  carrier used to convey the 
content of  the resource (see inset list) 
  338 ## $a videodisc $b vd $2 rdacarrier 
  Remember these terms for Extent 
Video carriers  
•  video cartridge 
•  videocassette 
•  videodisc 
•  videotape reel 
17 Describing Manifestations 
Extent 
  3.4.1.1 RDA CORE the number and type of  units and/or 
subunits making up a resource. 
  3.4.1.3 RDA give the number of  units and an appropriate 
term for the carrier as listed under 3.3.1.3 RDA 
  300 ## $a 2 videodiscs 
  3.4.1.5 RDA offers exceptions, such as alternatives preferred 
by the cataloging agency: 
  300 ## $a 2 Blu-ray discs 
  Try not to deviate from the RDA Standard! 
 
18 Describing Manifestations 
Note on Extent of  
Manifestation 
  3.22.2.1 RDA  a note providing information on the extent of  a 
manifestation that is not recorded formally as part the extent 
element. 
  500 ## $a Disc 1, the movie -- Disc 2, bonus material. 
19 Describing Manifestations 
Dimensions 
  3.5.1.1 RDA  the measurements of  the carrier or 
carriers and/or the container of  a resource. 
  3.5.1.4.3 RDA Film and videocassettes. For film and 
videocassettes, record the gauge (i.e., width) of  the film 
or tape in millimetres, using the metric symbol mm. A 
VHS is 13 mm in width. 
  300 ## … $c 13 mm. 
   3.5.1.4.4 RDA Discs. Record the diameter of  the disc. 
  300 ## ... $c 12 cm 
             Record the diameter of  discs in inches. 
  300 ## ... $c 4 3/4 in. 
20 Describing Manifestations 
Sound Characteristics 
  Sound characteristics that can apply to a 
videorecording from 3.16.1.3 RDA are: 
  a) type of  recording 
  b) recording medium 
  g) configuration of  playback channels 
  h) special playback characteristics 
  A typical Blu-ray or DVD will be: 




  3.16 RDA a technical specification relating to the encoding of  sound in a 
resource. 
  If  the resource consists primarily of recorded sound, record the following sound 
characteristics, as applicable to the resource, if  they are considered 
important for identification or selection. 
  For resources that do not consist primarily of  recorded sound, record sound 
characteristics if  considered important for identification or selection.  
  ... 
  h) special playback characteristics (see 3.16.9.3 RDA). 
  344 ## $g 7.1 surround sound $h DTS Digital Surround 2.0 $h DTS-HD 
Master Audio 7.1 $2 rda 
 
22 Describing Manifestations 
Video Characteristic 
  3.18.1.1 RDA a technical specification relating to the 
encoding of  video images in a resource.  
  Video characteristics include video format, broadcast 
standard, resolution, and bandwidth. 
  For instructions on recording the aspect ratio of  a video, see 
7.19 RDA. 
  For instructions on recording the colour characteristics of  a 
video, see 7.17 RDA. 
  For instructions on recording the sound characteristics of  a 
video, see 3.16 RDA. 
  For instructions on recording additional characteristics of  
digitally encoded video, see 3.19 RDA. 
23 Describing Manifestations 
Video Characteristic 
  3.18.1.3 RDA  Record the following video 
characteristics, as applicable to the resource, if  
they are considered important for identification or 
selection:  
  a) video format 
  b) broadcast standard 
  3.18.1.4 RDA  Record details of  resolution (number 
of  lines and frame rates), bandwidth, and other 
details of  video characteristics if  they are 
considered important for identification or selection. 
24 Describing Manifestations 
Video Characteristic 
  For use with Analog video only. 
  3.18.2.3 Video Recording Format 
  346 ## $a VHS 
  3.18.3.3 Recording Broadcast Standard 
  346 ## $b NTSC 
  346 ## $a VHS $b NTSC $2 rda 
25 Describing Manifestations 
Digital File Characteristics 
  3.19.1.1 RDA a technical specification relating to the digital 
encoding of  text, image, audio, video, and other types of  data 
in a resource.  
  Digital file characteristics include file type, encoding format, 
file size, resolution, regional encoding, transmission speed, 
data type, object type, number of  objects, density, sectoring, 
etc. 
  For instructions on recording the colour characteristics of  a 
digital file, see 7.17 RDA. 
  For instructions on recording other sound characteristics of  a 
digital file, see 3.16 RDA. 
  For instructions on recording other video characteristics of  a 
digital file, see 3.18 RDA. 
26 Describing Manifestations 
Digital File Characteristics 
  3.19.1.3 RDA Record the following digital file 
characteristics, as applicable to the resource, if  
they are considered important for identification or 
selection: 
  a) file type (see 3.19.2 RDA) 
  b) encoding format (see 3.19.3 RDA) 
  c) file size (see 3.19.4 RDA) 
  d) resolution (see 3.19.5 RDA) 
  e) regional encoding (see 3.19.6 RDA) 
  f) encoded bitrate (see 3.19.7 RDA). 
27 Describing Manifestations 
Digital File Characteristic 
  b) encoding format (see 3.19.3 RDA) 
  347 ## $b Blu-ray  
  e) regional encoding (see 3.19.6 RDA) 
  347 ## $e Region A 
  347 ## $b Blu-ray $e Region A $2 rda 
28 Describing Manifestations 
Sound, Video, and Digital File 
Characteristics in MARC 21 
  Use the new MARC 21 tags for RDA 
  344 ## $g 7.1 surround sound $h DTS Digital 
Surround 2.0 $h DTS-HD Master Audio 7.1 $2 rda 
  347 ## $b Blu-ray $e Region A $2 rda 
  Also, lump them in a 538 IF your OPAC display 
requires it: 
  538 ## $a 7.1 surround sound; DTS Digital Surround 2.0, 
DTS-HD Master Audio 7.1; Blu-ray; Region A. 
29 Describing Manifestations 
RDA 4 Providing Acquisition 
and Access Information 
  No distinct changes 
  Keep it local, not in OCLC 
  Terms of  availability   020, 024, 037 
  Contact information   037, 260, 270, 856$m 
  Restrictions on Access  506 
  Uniform Resource Locator  856$u 
30 Describing Manifestations 
Content Type 
  6.9.1.1 RDA CORE  a categorization reflecting the 
fundamental form of  communication in which the content is 
expressed and the human sense through which it is intended 
to be perceived. 
  Use a term from Table 6.1 RDA 
  336 ## $a two-dimensional moving image $b tdi $2 rdacontent 
  two-dimensional moving image 
Content expressed through images intended to be perceived as moving, in 
two dimensions. Includes motion pictures (using live action and/or 
animation), film and video recordings of  performances, events, etc., other 
than those intended to be perceived in three dimensions (see three-
dimensional moving image). Moving images may or may not be 
accompanied by sound. ... 
31 Describing Expressions 
Intended Audience 
  7.7.1.1 RDA  the class of  user for which the content of  a resource is 
intended, or for whom the content is considered suitable, as defined by age 
group (e.g., children, young adults, adults), educational level (e.g., primary, 
secondary), type of  disability, or other categorization. 
  7.7.1.3 RDA  Record the intended audience for the content if  the information 
is stated on the resource or is readily available from another source and is 
considered to be important for identification or selection (e.g., if  the resource 
is designed for use by persons with disabilities).  
  7.7 RDA             Core element for resources intended for children 
  385 ## $m Age group $a Teenagers $a Adulthood $2 lcsh 
  521 ## $a MPAA rating: PG (Language, some suggestive content and 
momentary teen smoking) 
 32 Describing Expressions 
Summarization  
of  the Content 
  7.10.1.1 RDA an abstract, summary, synopsis, etc., of  the content of  a 
resource.  
  7.10.1.3 RDA  Provide a brief  objective summary of  the content of  the 
resource if  it is considered to be important for identification or selection 
(e.g., for audiovisual resources or for resources designed for use by 
persons with disabilities) and sufficient information is not provided in 
another part of  the description.  
  7.10.1.3 RDA            has guidance on summaries from other sources 
  520 ## $a In 1962 Baltimore, all the kids watch the Corny Collins Show. 
Every day after school Tracy Turnblad, an overweight teenager with all the 
right moves, and her best friend Penny run home to watch and drool over 
teenage heartthrob Link Larkin. When one of  the "Council Kids" goes on a 
leave of  absence, Tracy auditions to be the replacement, is sent to detention 
for skipping school, and thereby meets Seaweed--who shows her how to really 
shake 'em down. Helped by Seaweed, Link, Penny, Motormouth Maybelle, and 
her parents, Tracy sets out to integrate the show ... without denting her 'do!  
Tip: 
Use IMDB 
33 Describing Expressions 
Place and Date of  Capture 
  7.11.1.1 RDA the place and date associated with the capture 
(i.e., recording, filming, etc.) of  the content of  a resource. 
  7.11.2.3 RDA Record the place of  capture, naming the 
specific studio, concert hall, etc., if  applicable, in addition to 
the name of  the city, etc.  
  7.11.3.3 RDA Record the date of  capture, giving the year, 
month, day, and time, as applicable. 
  518 ## $p Toronto, Ontario $p Showline Studios, Toronto, 
Ontario 
  518 ## $a Filmed on locations in Toronto, Ontario, including 
Showline Studios.   
Tip: 
Use IMDB 
34 Describing Expressions 
Language of  the Content 
  7.12.1.1 RDA  a language used to express the content of  a 
resource. 
  041 ## $a eng $j eng $j spa 
  546 ## $a Sound track in English; English subtitles for the 
Deaf  and Hard of  hearing; optional subtitles in Spanish 
35 Describing Expressions 
Accessibility Content 
  7.14.1.1 RDA content that assists those with a sensory impairment in the 
greater understanding of  content which their impairment prevents them fully 
seeing or hearing.  
Accessibility content includes accessible labels, audio description, 
captioning, image description, sign language, and subtitles.  
Accessibility content does not include subtitles in a language different from 
the spoken content 
  546 ## $a Sound track in English; English subtitles for the 
Deaf  and Hard of  hearing; optional subtitles in Spanish 
  546 ## $a Close captioning in English; English for the visually 
impaired. 
Tip: 
See OLAC’s DVD Guide 
and Olson’s CAVM for 
typical symbols used  
with DVDs 
36 Describing Expressions 
Colour Content 
  7.17.1.1 RDA  the presence of  colour, tone, etc., in the 
content of  a resource. 
Colour content is also the specific colours, tones, etc., 
(including black and white) present in the content of  a 
resource. 
  300 ## ... $b color 
  English or American spelling is fine 
  First in stays—do not change 
37 Describing Expressions 
Sound Content 
  7.18.1.1 RDA the presence of  sound in a resource other than 
one that consists primarily of  recorded sound.  
  300 ## ... $b sound 
  300 ## ... $b silent 
38 Describing Expressions 
Aspect Ratio 
  7.19.1.1 RDA the ratio of  the width to the height of  a moving 
image.  
  full screen for ratios less than 1.5:1 
  wide screen for ratios of  1.5:1 or greater 
  mixed for resources with multiple aspects within the same work 
  Record the ratio in standard form, if  known 
  Record the specific method used to achieve the aspect ratio, if  
known; e.g. Pan-and-scan, Letterboxed, Anamorphic widescreen 
  500 ## $a Wide screen (2.35:1) Tip: 
Read Wikipedia entries for 
•  Aspect ratio (image) 
•  Widescreen 
•  Anamorphic widescreen 
•  Letterboxing (filming) 
•  Pan and scan 
39 Describing Expressions 
Duration 
  7.22.1.1 RDA the playing time, running time, etc., of  the 
content of  a resource. 
  7.22 RDA           Duration is Core for LC 
  If  the resource has a playing time, running time, etc., record 
the time as follows, abbreviating terms for units of  time as 
instructed in appendix B 
  a) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., is stated on the 
resource, record the time stated. 
  b) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., is not stated on 
the resource but is readily ascertainable, record it. 
  c) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., is neither 
stated on the resource nor readily ascertainable, record an 
approximate time preceded by approximately. 
  d) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., cannot be 
approximated, omit it. 
40 Describing Expressions 
Duration 
  a) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., is stated on the 
resource, record the time stated. 
  300 ## $a ... (117 min.) 
  300 ## $a ... (1:30:00) 
  300 ## $a ... (12 hr., 14 min.) 
  b) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., is not stated on the 
resource but is readily ascertainable, record it. 
  300 ## $a ... (30 min.) 
  c) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., is neither stated on the 
resource nor readily ascertainable, record an approximate time 
preceded by approximately. 
  300 ## $a ... (approximately 90 min.) 
  d) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., cannot be 
approximated, omit it. 
41 Describing Expressions 
Performer, Narrator,  
and/or Presenter 
  7.23.1 RDA a person, family, or corporate body 
responsible for performing, narrating, and/or 
presenting a work. 
  511 1# $a John Travolta, Michelle Pfeiffer, 
Christopher Walken, Amanda Bynes, James 
Marsden, Queen Latifah, Brittany Snow, Zac Effron, 
Allison Janney, and introducing Nikki Blonsky. 
1 = Cast 
42 Describing Expressions 
Artistic and/or  
Technical Credit 
  7.24.1.1 RDA a listing of  persons, families, or corporate bodies 
making contributions to the artistic and/or technical production 
of  a resource. 
  7.24.1.3 RDA  Record ... if  considered important. Include a 
statement of  function with each name or group of  names. 
  508 ## $a Casting by David Rubin, C.S.A. and Richard Hicks, 
C.S.A.; music score by Marc Shaiman; music supervisor, Matt 
Sullivan; costume designer, Rita Ryack; edited by Michael 
Tronick, A.C.E; production designer, David Gropman; director 
of  photography, Bojan Bazelli, ASC; executive producers, 
Adam Shankman, Jennifer Gibgot, Garrett Grant, Toby 
Emmerich, Mark Kaufman, Marc Shaiman, Scott Wittman, 
Bob Shaye, Michael Lynne. 
43 Describing Expressions 
Award 
  7.28.1.1 RDA a formal recognition of  excellence, etc., 
for the content of  a resource given by an award- or 
prize-granting body. 
  586 ## $a Teen Choice Award for Choice Summer Movie—
Comedy/Musical, 2007. 
  586 ## $a Hollywood Film Award for Ensemble of  the Year, 
2007. 
  586 ## $a Golden Reel Award for Best Sound Editing-
Music in a Musical Feature Film, 2008. 
  586 ## $a Critics Choice Awards for Best Acting Ensemble 
and Best Young Actress, 2008. 
  586 ## $a Palm Springs International Film Festival 
Ensemble Cast Award, 2008. 
  586 ## $a People’s Choice Award for Favorite Song from a 
Soundtrack, 2008. 
Tip: 
Use IMDB to 
see awards won 
44 Describing Expressions 
Title of  the Work 
  6.2 RDA CORE Preferred title for the work is a core 
element.  
  6.2.2.1 RDA is the title or form of  title chosen to 
identify the work. The preferred title is also the 
basis for the authorized access point representing 
that work. 
  Use the Title proper transcribed in 2.3.2.1 RDA 
  Omit initial articles 6.2.1.7 RDA  
  130 0# $a Hairspray 
45 Describing Works 
Form of  Work 
  6.3 RDA CORE Form of  work is a core element when 
needed to differentiate a work from another work 
with the same title or from the name of  a person, 
family, or corporate body. 
  6.3.1.3 RDA Record form of  work as a separate 
element, as part of  an access point, or as both.  
  Use motion picture or television program as 
appropriate  
  Capitalize the first word and record as a parenthetical 
qualifier 
  130 0# $a Hairspray (Motion picture) 
Tip: 
Use IMDB 
46 Describing Works 
Date of  Work 
  6.4 RDA CORE Date of  work is also a core element when needed to 
differentiate a work from another work with the same title or from 
the name of  a person, family, or corporate body. 
  6.4.1.1 RDA the earliest date associated with a work.  
Date of  work may be the date the work was created or  
the date the work was first published or released. 
  6.4.1.3 RDA generally record the date of  the work by giving the year 
or years alone. ... Record date of  work as a separate element, as 
part of  an access point, or as both. 
  Add date to the parenthetical qualifier preceded by a space colon 
space 
  130 0# $a Hairspray (Motion picture : 2007) 
Tip: 
Use IMDB 
47 Describing Works 
LC-PCC PS 6.27.1.9 
Appendix I 
  The work access point is sometimes unfamiliar 
  This practice is covered in LCRI 25.5B Appendix I 
and is carried over in RDA as LC-PCC PS 6.27.1.9 
Appendix I 
  Work access points should be created in the 
following situations: 
When to Create Work Access 
Points 
  1 Same title, different resources.  
  In other words, if  another resource bears the same title, you 
must create a work access point to break the conflict 
  2. Different titles in the same language 
  i.e., U.S. and U.K. versions have different titles 
  3. Dubbed motion picture 
  4. Transliterated intertitles (on silent films) 
  5. Subtitled motion picture released under the same or 
different title 
  6. Motion picture filmed simultaneously in different languages 
under different titles 
Rule of  Thumb 
  If  a motion picture is based on a book of  the same 
title, you will need a work access point 
  130 Title (Motion picture) 
  If  any other resource of  any kind exists with the 
same title proper as a motion picture, you will need 
a work access point 
  The PS is very specific in referring to conflicts for 
preferred title for the work regardless of  whether a 
personal, family, or corporate body name is part of  
the authorized access point in the conflicting 
record. 
N.B. No comma N.B. Comma 
Name Elements 
  Use the form of  name for persons, families, and corporate bodies that you find in the 
NAF (name authority file) via OCLC, LC, or other access venue 
  18.5.1 RDA  Relationship Designator, a designator that indicates the nature of  the 
relationship between a resource and a person, family, or corporate body associated with 
that resource represented by an authorized access point and/or identifier. 
  18.5.1.3 RDA  Record one or more appropriate terms from the list in Appendix I RDA 
  21.3.1.3 RDA  Record a publisher, if  considered important for access 
  700 1# $a Shankman, Adam, $e film director, $e choreographer, $e film producer. 
  700 0# $a Queen Latifah, $d 1970- $e actor, $e singer. 
  700 1# $a Efron, Zac, $e actor, $e singer. 
  710 2# $a New Line Cinema Corporation, $e production company. 
  710 2# $a New Line Home Entertainment (Firm), $e distributor. 
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Recording Relationships 
  24.4.3 RDA Description of  the Related Work, Expression, 
Manifestation, or Item 
  Provide a description of  the related work, expression, 
manifestation, or item in one or other of  the following forms, 
as appropriate: 
  a) a structured description (i.e., a full or partial description of  
the related resource using the same order of  elements that is 
used for the resource being described) 
  b) an unstructured description (i.e., a full or partial 
description of  the related resource written as a sentence or 
paragraph). 
  That is, make notes as needed related to content in the 
resource and relationships to other works or expressions. 
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Unstructured Relationships 
  Make a simple note describing the relationship in 
your own words or quoting what you see: 
  500 ## $a Based on the 1988 screenplay 
"Hairspray" written by John Waters and the 2002 
musical stage play "Hairspray" book by Mark 
O'Donnell and Thomas Meehan with music by Marc 
Shaiman and lyrics by Scott Wittman and Marc 
Shaiman. 
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Related Works  
(Structured Description) 
  25.1 RDA            Formal Contents Notes (Structured 
Description) 
  Use 505 and appropriate indicator 
  Record title proper that appears in source 
  Record the first statement of  responsibility 
  Generally omit prefatory and similar matter of  little 
importance 
  For [resources in one unit]: 
  Omit chapter and section numbering 
  Use a space-dash-space to separate the components 
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Related Works  
(Structured Description) 
  505 0# $a Disc 1:  Good Morning Baltimore -- The Nicest Kids in Town -- 
"I want to be famous" -- Meet Miss Baltimore Crabs -- Detention groove -- 
I Can Hear the Bells -- Ladies' Choice -- The New Girl in Town -- Welcome 
to the 60s -- Run and Tell That -- Big, Blonde and Beautiful -- Toy shop 
seduction -- Timeless to Me -- I Know Where I've Been -- On the run from 
the law -- Without Love -- In the can -- Miss Teenage Hairspray dance off  
-- You Can't Stop the Beat -- End credits  Special features:  Step-by-step: 
the dances of  "Hairspray" [featurettes]  (13 min.) -- Feature commentary 
[optional audio features] -- Jump to a song [soundtrack sing-along with 
optional lyrics] -- Sneak peeks [trailers]  (5 min.). 
 
  505 0#  $a Disc 2 Special features:  The roots of  
"Hairspray" [featurettes]  (39 min.) --  You can't stop the beat 
[featurettes]  (78 min.) --  Deleted/alternate scenes with optional 
commentary with director Adam Shankman and Nikki Blonsky  (10 min.) 
--  Theatrical trailer  (3 min.) --  DVD-ROM online features [requires a 
DVD-ROM drive and Internet access]. 
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Related Manifestations 
(Structured Description) 
  $i Relationship information (use Appendix J) 
  776 for Manifestations 
  776 08 $i Also issued as: $a Hairspray (Motion picture : 
2007) $t Hairspray. $b Shake & shimmy ed. $h DVD video $d 
[Los Angeles] : New Line Productions : Distributed by New 
Line Home Entertainment, ©2007 $z 0780658361 
  776 08 $i Also issued as: $a Hairspray (Motion picture : 
2007) $t Hairspray. $b Shake & shimmy ed. $h Blu-ray $n 
Region B $d [Los Angeles] : New Line Productions : 
Distributed by New Line Home Entertainment, ©2008. 
  776 08 $i Also issued as: $a Hairspray (Motion picture : 
2007) $t Hairspray. $b Deluxe Edition $h DVD video $d [Los 
Angeles] : New Line Productions : Distributed by New Line 
Home Entertainment, ©2007 $z 0780658361 
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Related Works 
(Structured Description) 
  700, 710, 730 for Works and Expressions 
(Never use 740) 
  730 0# $i Motion picture adaptation of  (work): $a 
Hairspray (Motion picture : 1988) 
  700 1# $i Motion picture adaptation of  (work): $a 
Shaiman, Marc. $t Hairspray. 
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E-Video Resources 
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Electronic Video 
  Electronic video recordings can be 
  PlayawayView devices 
  Downloadable video 
  Streaming video 
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Sources for Moving Images 
  2.2.2.3 RDA Resources Consisting of  Moving 
Images 
  Prefer the title frame(s) or title screen(s)*. If  they 
don’t exist, then use 
  Either a permanent label or embedded metadata 
  If  none exist, use another source from the resource, 
preferring formally presented information 
  *Alternative: Use a permanent label 
  Label in AACR2 sense 
  Imprint on a DVD-video disc 
  Imprint or sticker on a VHS cassette 
Ambrose Video 
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Media Type 
  3.2.1.1 RDA a categorization reflecting the general type of  
intermediation device required to view, play, run, etc., the content 
of  a resource. 
  3.2 RDA           LC core 




  337 ## $a video $b v $2 rdamedia 
  337 ## $a computer $b c $2 rdamedia 
Media used to store moving or still images, designed for 
use with a playback device such as a videocassette 
player or DVD player. Includes media used to store 
digitally encoded as well as analog images. 
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Carrier Type 
  3.3.1.1 RDA CORE  a categorization reflecting the format of  
the storage medium and housing of  a carrier in combination 
with the type of  intermediation device required to view, play, 
run, etc., the content of  a resource. 
  3.3.1.3 RDA Record the type of  carrier .... If  none of  the 
terms apply record other. 
  338 ## $a other $b vz $2 rdacarrier 
  Use for Playaway Views 
  338 ## $a online resource $b cr $2 rdacarrier 
  Use for downloadable or streaming media 
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Extent 
  3.4.1.1 RDA CORE  the number and type of  units and/or 
subunits making up a resource. 
  3.4.1.3 RDA give the number of  units and an appropriate 
term for the carrier as listed under 3.3.1.3 RDA 
  PN policy: use 1 online resource (1 video file) 
  Use for downloadable 
  1 online resource (1 streaming video file) 
  1 Playaway View 
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Sound Characteristic 
  a) type of  recording (see 3.16.2.3 RDA) 
  344 ## $a digital 
  b) recording medium (see 3.16.3.3 RDA) 
  344 ## $b digital* [downloadable audio books] 
  344 ## $b non-volatile flash memory* [Playaways] 
  c) playing speed (see 3.16.4.3 RDA) 
  Not applicable to digital resources 
 
  g) configuration of  playback channels (see 3.16.8.3 RDA) 
  344 ## $g mono or stereo or  quadraphonic or surround or other 
appropriate term 
 
  h) special playback characteristics (see 3.16.9.3 RDA) 
  344 ## $h Dolby or dbx encoded or NAB standard etc. 
  *Using the option to supply a term not provided in the RDA 
vocabulary 
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Sound Characteristics  
in MARC 
  MARC 21 is flexible if  your OPAC is not 
  String your data elements in order in a comma-
separated list 
  300 ## ... $b digital, digital, stereo 
  3.16 RDA Sound Characteristics may also be 
recorded in 500 notes if  the agency prefers 
  344 ## $a digital $b digital $g stereo $2 rda 
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Video Characteristic 
  3.18.2.3 Video Recording Format 
  3.18.3.3 Recording Broadcast Standard 
  Cannot be used with electronic video. 
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Digital File Characteristics 
  3.19.1.3 RDA Record the following digital file 
characteristics, as applicable to the resource, if  they are 
considered important for identification or selection: 
  a) file type (see 3.19.2 RDA) 
  video file | streaming video file 
  b) encoding format (see 3.19.3 RDA) 
  MPEG-4 
  c) file size (see 3.19.4 RDA) 
  Give file size in bytes, kilobytes (KB), megabytes (MB), or 
gigabytes (GB), as appropriate. 
  498 MB 
  f) encoded bitrate (see 3.19.7 RDA). 
  32 kbps (if  readily ascertainable) 
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Duration 
  a) If  the total playing time, running time, etc., is 
stated on the resource, record the time stated. 
  300 ## $a ... (51 min.) 
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